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Parallel Processing of Structural Integrity Analysis Codes

P.Swami Prasad, B.K.Dutta & H.S.Kushwaha
Reactor Safety Division

1. Introduction

Demonstrating the safety of nuclear reactors under both normal operating and accident
conditions involves a thorough and detailed structural analysis of various reactor in core
and out of core components. This analysis is often performed with the help of numerical
techniques, such as the Finite Element Method (FEM). FEM has proven to be a very
versatile and powerful tool for analysing continuum problems governed by differential
equations. Computer codes based on this method for various kinds of structural
analyses, such as transient, nonlinear, dynamic analysis etc., perform intensive
computations and require high speed computing systems to complete the analysis in a
reasonable period of time. In the absence of sequential computing systems capable of
analysing large size structures subjected to dynamic, transient or nonlinear loadings such
as creep etc., which require high memory and computational power, parallel
processing systems can be of great help. However, the existing sequential codes require
modifications depending on the data and algorithm structure of the codes and
architecture of the particular parallel processing systems for commissioning them on
such systems. Two in house codes for structural integrity analysis, TABS and FAIR
based on FEM, were earlier developed on sequential computing systems. These codes are
used for the analysis of coolant channels under severe accident conditions and analysis
of high bumup fuels subjected to long time irradiation in a reactor respectively. These
two analyses require huge computational time. Parallel versions of these codes are
developed and implemented on BARC parallel processing system ANUPAM The
implementation details of these codes and the performance of these codes on ANUPAM
are highlighted in the present report.

2. BARC Parallel Processing System ANUPAM

The ANUPAM parallel processing system developed at the computer division of BARC
is a loosely coupled MIMD (Multiple Instruction Multiple Data) type of computer system
that makes use of RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computer) based CPUs. Each
processor of a parallel processing system is colloquially called as node. The architecture
of the ANUPAM is based on 2-D mesh topology for intra processor communication and
bus topology for inter processor communication. A cluster is a collection of 8 nodes.
The system is highly scaleable and field upgradeable from 2 nodes to 64 nodes. It used a
standard 32 bit high performance Multibus II back plane bus with message passing co-
processor VLSI chip to transfer the within the cluster and the clusters are inter linked by
two 16 bit wide SCSI buses one in x-direction and other in y-direction thus forming the
2-D mesh topology. An 8 node version of ANUPAM gives a Linpack performance of 52
M flops. ,



Out of all the processors that constitute the ANUPAM parallel processing system, one is
called the master or host processor and all the other processors are called the slave
processors. The master processor can perform the input/output operations independently,
whereas the slave processors necessarily have to depend on the master processor for their
input/output operations. The master processor initiates all the slave processors, sends the
necessary data to the slave processors. The master and all the slave processors perform
the required computations and the slave processors send the results to the master
processor.

The code development on the ANUPAM parallel processing system requires two
different versions of the program to be written by the code developers. The first one
called the master program runs on the master processor. The second one called the slave
program runs on all the slave processors. Both the programs are similar algorithm wise
but for the data communication statements (available as library routines) which should be
put in the proper place for data communication required among the processors.

3. Scope of Parallelisation of Structural Integrity Analysis Codes

The data and algorithms'structure of computer codes is the decisive factor in exploiting
the parallel processing system capabilities to the best advantage. The advantages of a
parallel processing system can be best realised for codes which guarantee proper
work load balance among different processors, large computation time and minimum
data communication time. With respect to these criteria, finite element based
structural analysis codes can be classified into two categories.

The first category of codes requires data parallelisation with almost negligible data
communication . Almost the entire algorithm of the code can be used concurrently on
independent data. e.g. While performing Harmonic analysis, the analysis corresponding
to each harmonic is distinctly independent and parallelisation of the codes used for such
analysis requires only data parallelisation. Similarly, while analysing the performance of
a nuclear reactor fuel pin at different axial sections of the fuel pin, the analysis at each
section is independent of one another for most part of the analysis. Another example
belonging to the same group is, the parallelisation of Monte Carlo method in which
repetitive analyses are to be carried out for stochastically varying inputs. Parallelisation
of such codes is relatively less complicated and a very good speedup can be achieved for
such codes on parallel processing systems. The following Section of this report discusses
in detail the issues related to implementation and performance of the fuel analysis code
'FAIR' on BARC parallel processing system ANUPAM which incidentaly fall in this
category of prallelisation.

The second category of codes, such as conventional Finite Element codes require
parallelisation of individual modules comprising the basic algorithm. Some of the
modules possess inherent data parallelism and at the end of each module inter processor



data communication is required. Some modules, e.g. the conventional solution algorithm
of simultaneous equations is not inherently parallel. For implementing such modules,
new set of algorithms to suit parallel processing systems have to used. Thus the
parallelisation of equation solution algorithm poses major challenges. Section V of this
report describes in detail the issues and complexities related to implementation of parallel
Finite Element codes, such as TABS on ANUPAM .

4. Parallelisation of fuel analysis codes

4.1 Scope of Parallelisation of fuel analysis codes

Fuel performance analysis codes are used to demonstrate the integrity of reactor fuel
pins. Modem fuel performance analysis codes perform finite element based
thermomechanica! calculations and employ mechanistic models for modeling various
physical and chemical phenomena occurring in the fuel during irradiation. The
behaviour of fuel pin is affected by the power generated across the fuel pin length.
Depending on the variation of power across the length of fuel pin, it becomes necessary
to perform analysis at various axial sections of fuel pin. The analysis is distinctly
similar, but for data input variation in- the form of power generated at each cross
section. So each axial location can be analysed independently in each processor. But the
fission gas released at each section readily mixes with the fission gas released at other
sections. This provides a coupling between different sections of the fuel rod. Thus, the
data communication is restricted only to the exchange of fission gas release values
among different processors. The computation time required between two successive
exchanges of fission gas release data is very high because of mechanistic thermo
mechanical and fission gas release analyses and repetitive thermal and mechanical
analyses required for gap conductance convergence due to coupling between the two
analyses. Thus the fuel performance analysis codes stand as one of the best candidates
for parallel processing system applications. The number of processors required for
this kind of analysis depends on the number of axial sections of fuel rod to be analysed.

Some fuel analysis codes also perform probabilistic analysis to understand and explain
the differences between experimental and computed results. This has become necessary
despite the improvements in fuel rod modelling on analytical and experimental fronts,
because some of the inputs/mechanisms affecting the fuel behaviour are stochastic in
nature. The probabilistic analysis thus requires the analysis of fuel pin subjected to
different sets on input conditions. Each analysis is again distinctly independent and
hence parallel processing features can be exploited for performing such analysis. This
also requires implementation of data parallelisation. Depending on the number of
processors available, it is also possible to combine axial mixing of fission gases and
probabilistic analysis.



4.2. Description of Code 'FAIR'

The code FAIR models various physical, chemical and mechanical phenomena
occurring in a nuclear fuel during its residence period in a reactor using
mechanistic principles. The thermo mechanical module of the code FAIR is based on 2-
D axisymmetric Finite Element Method. This code is capable of analysing complex
material behavior of fuel pins and interactive nature of various phenomena affecting the
fuel pin behavior. The code is equipped with high burnup modelling capabilities, such as
pellet thermal conductivity degradation with burnup, redistribution of radial flux at high
burnups, enhanced fission gas release at high burnups. The organisation of this code
follows the proven principles of fuel rod modelling, such as, coupling between
thermal, mechanical and fission gas release modules, concurrent analysis of different
axial sections of fuel rods to consider fission gas mixing etc. In addition to this, local
analysis such as clad ridging can also be performed. The modular nature of the code
offers flexibility in incorporating modifications to model fuels of different materials
and reactors.. A separate module has been incorporated in code FAIR for performing
statistical analysis of fuel pins using Monte Carlo method.

4. 3. Computational Requirements of code 'FAIR'

Fuel performance analysis codes based on Finite Element Method for thermo
mechanical calculations reuire large amount of computational time to perform the
analysis of fuel pins subjected to long irradiations. A typical high burnup irradiation '
history may contain thousands of time steps and a number of axial locations to be
analysed. The number of axial locations depends on the power variation along the
fuel rod length. Also, the behaviour of fuel pins at all the axial locations is coupled
through axial mixing of fission gases. For running a history containing 5000 time
steps and 10 axial locations on a sequential i860 CPU, it requires approximately 30
hours of CPU time and a large amount of computer memory. To reduce the running
time of code FAIR, parallel processing system ANUPAM is used. The advantage of
parallel processing system for this code is that, each axial location of fuel rod can be
analysed simultaneously on each processor independent of one another. The only
coupling among the processors is for considering axial mixing of fission gases. In case,
where probabilistic analysis is also required, repetitive analysis can be performed in
parallel for different sets of inputs.

4.4 Parallelisation of code 'FAIR 'for Axial Mixing

The two versions of the code FAIR i.e., master version and slave version are
developed as per the requirements of the ANUPAM parallel processing system. The
master version of the code FAIR reads all the geometry and power history data of a fuel
rod and sends the geometry and power history data corresponding to each axial location
to each of the slave processors, where the slave version of the code FAIR is executed.



The calculations corresponding to a particular time step are performed simultaneously
on all the processors. These calculations include gap conductance convergence loop
over thermal and mechanical routines and fission gas release calculations for each
axial section of fuel pin. The fission gas release data and output data of interest such as
the centre line temperature, pellet-clad gap etc., for each axial location are
communicated to master processor by all the slave processors for further treatment.
The fission gas mixing calculation is performed in the master processor assuming
instantaneous mixing of the gases and the corresponding gas composition information is
sent to all the slave processors for subsequent calculations. Thus, the entire power
history of a fuel rod is analysed and the output data is sent for post processing A
schematic diagram of parallelisation strategy adopted for the code FAIR is given in Fig
1.

4.5 Parallelisation of 'FAIR 'for Probabilistic Analysis

The probabilistic analysis of fuel pins basically requires generation of different sets of
input data assuming Gaussian distribution of input parameters. The input required for
fuel analysis consists of fuel geometry and material characteristics, temperature and
irraditation dependant material property data, fuel power history at various axial locations
along the fuel pin. It is required to generate new sets of data from the initial basic data
which consists of as measured power history, fuel geometry and material properties.
Monte-carlo technique is used for generating different sets of inputs from this base data.
This uses a pseudo random generator which generates numbers between 0 and 1. These
random numbers are converted to a Gaussian distribution using specified standard
deviation. The values of standard deviation should be specified for each parameter which
should be varied in performing probabilistic analysis. In fuel analysis the uncertainties in
power measurements, fuel geometry (pellet-clad gap) and material properties (Pellet
Thermal conductivity) may affect the closeness of the computed and experimental results.
By varying these parameters in the specified standard deviation, large number of
repetitive runs may be taken by FAIR. The affect of these uncertainities can be studied by
plotting the probability density distribtuion curves for output parameters of interest.
While analysing a fuel pin with power specified at a single axial location, each processor
analyses a different set of data. For a fuel pin with power specified at number of axial
locations group of processors are employed for analysing one set of data to consider axial
mixing. Depending on the number of processors available and number of axial locations,
different data sets can also be analysed.

S. Parallelisation of Finite Element Codes

5.1 Scope of Parallelisation of Finite Element Based Codes for Structural Analysis

A typical Finite element based structural analysis code consists of four distinct basic
modules, besides the modules for data input and output as shown in Fig. 2 . These are



Computation of element characteristic matrices (stiffness matrix and load vector),
Assembly of element characteristic matrices to obtain global characteristic matrix,
Solution of the system of equations substituting boundary conditions, and Computation
of post results, e.g. stresses and boundary Forces. For a nonlinear analysis these modules
are used continuously in a loop. Except the assembly module, rest of three modules are
computationally intensive and significant time savings can be obtained by parallelising
these three modules. The issues related to parallelisation of these three modules are
presented below in detail.

Data Input

Element Characteristic
Matrices

Assembly of Elemet
Characteristic Matrices

Equation solution

(Element Resultant i

Load Increment Loop

Post Processing/
Data output

Fig. 2 Important Modules of a Typical Finite Element Code

5.2 Parallelisation of Modules for Computing Characteristic Matrices and Post Results

The modules for computation of element characteristic matrices and post results have
inherent parallelism. The computation of these values for each element can be carried out
independently. Thus the parallelisation strategy for these modules involves assigning a



group of elements to each processor. While forming the sub domains, care should be
taken that proper work load balance is maintained among the processors. Care should
also be taken during this process so that the number of interface nodes across the
processors should be kept minimum, as this affects the performance of some of the
equation solvers subsequently. Efficient domain decomposition algorithms are available
for this purpose. Once the elements are assigned to each processor, the calculation of
characteristic matrices can be performed in a loop. The size of the loop is equal to
number of the elements belonging to this processor. Similarly, the post element results
can be performed in a loop of size equal to number of the elements. Absolutely no data
communication is required during these computations. Thus the parallelisation of these
two modules is quite straight forward, as against the parallelisation of equation solution
module, which is discussed below.

5.3 Parallelisation of Equation Solution Module

While implementing Finite Element codes on parallel processing systems, the
parallelisation of equation solution module is considerably difficult. This requires
intermediate data communication among the processors within the module unlike the
stiffness module and stress module. The performance of a parallel equation solver
depends upon the architecture of parallel processing system, speed of single processor ,
data communication speed and the kind of solution algorithm. Two popular parallel
equation solvers have earlier been reported in the literature. One of them is based on
Domain Decomposition Method( DDM). This scheme proposed by Yagawa et al, has
been implemented on a network of CRAY computers by them. This DDM based solver
results in large grain parallelism, but is an iterative solver. The number of iterations
required for convergence increase with increase in number of processors, but the solution
time per processor comes down. These two have opposite effect on the performance of
the solver on parallel processing systems. The second parllel solver is based on the most
widely acclaimed sequential equation solver i.e. Column solver. This has been developed
by Farhat et al on Intel's iPSC which is a collection of processors (80286/87) connected
by a communication network with hypercube technology. This solver, known as parallel
active column solver is a direct solver but results in small grain parallelism. Though, the
approaches of these two solvers are widely different but are reported to have resulted in
good efficiency on the respective systems. These two solvers have been implemented on
ANUPAM. Since these two solvers didn't yield good performance on this system, a new
parallel equation solver based on substructuring , which is a direct solver and results in
large grain parallelism has been implemented on ANUPAM. The formulation and
implementation details of all these three solvers and their relative advantages and
disadvantages are discussed below.

5.3.1 Domain Decomposition Method

In domain decomposition method, the domain to be analysed is first divided into a
number of sub domains without overlapping and a solution is obtained in each sub



domain considering the force balance and compatibility conditions between neighbouring
sub domains. Each sub domain is analysed in different processor concurrently. Typical
Finite element calculations are performed in each processor. Any sequential equation
solver, such as banded solver, frontal solver or column solver can be used in each
processor. The final solution is obtained subjected to satisfying the compatibility
condition exactly, where as the force balance condition is satisfied in a weak manner
across the inter face between the boundaries. An iterative technique , known as
Conjugate Gradient Method (CGM) is used for this purpose. During each iteration step,
the continuity of displacements at inter sub domain boundaries is satisfied by imposing
the same displacements on the coomon boundary of these subdomains . These
dispalcement values are updated to maintain the force balance. The convergence is based
on a maximum specified limit on the norm of unbalanced forces Fig. 3 below shows the
flow diagram of the algorithm and the formulation details of this algorithm are presented
in the next section.

FEM

Data Input

L
Initialisation

FEM! FEM

Renewal of
Boundary Displacements

Fig. 3 Block Diagram of Domain Decomposition Method.

Thus in domain decomposition method the finite element analysis of each sub domain
can be performed concurrently without any data communication among sub domains.
Once the analysis in each processors is completd, the boundary dispalcements are
updated using force balcnce. Since finite element calculations are computation intensive,
this results in large granularity of tasks and can thus yield good speed up on parallel



processors as the number of processors are increased. But it is observed that the number
of iterations required for convergence increase with increase in number of processors or
sub domains. This reduces drastically the time reducation achieved by increasing the
number of processors.

5.3.2 Algorithm details of Domain Decomposition Method

Considering an elasticity problem concerning a domain Cl, which is divided into two sub
domains Q(1) and Q(2). Here the traction force T( is applied on the boundary F,, the body
force B; is applied in the domain and the displacement Uj is given on the boundary fv

respectively. Fig. 4 describes the nomenclature. The whole boundary is written as

Fig. 4 Domain of Analysis and sub domains

= 1 T + 1 U • ( I )

The fundamental equations of this problem can be summarised as follows:

i j i ( *) in f2(k) (2)

0 0 in n ( k ) (3)

in O (k) (4)

on Pp00 (5)
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Where the equilibrium of force and the continuity of displacement on the boundary
between the two sub domains Yu are written as follows
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(k) (k) ,O\
Uj = u > ' onYki (8)

Here u; is the displacement vector, £„„, is the strain tensor, x ,j is the stress tensor, C iimn

the coefficient tensor of the Hooke's law and Vj the outer normal vector on the boundary
F respectively. ( ) j denotes the derivative with respect to the coordinate x j . The
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superscripts (k) and (l) designate variables defined in the sub domains Q(k) and fi(l)

respectively.

In the present formulation, Eqns 4,5 and 7 are satisfied in weak sense, while Eqns. 2,3,6
and 8 are satisfied exactly. If Uj represents the displacements on the common boundary
y u such that u /^ = u j ( l ) = u., a weighted residual formulation of the governing
differential equations and boundary conditions can be represented as

4.

r r
Z, [ Jn(k) (x y00 hz-^ - B / ^ U j ^ J d Q - JrT

[ jn ( T y * ^ - B ^ u ^ d Q - Jr«
k=l

+ Jy 1 : (T i j
( 1 )V j

( ' )-M i j
( 2 )V j

( 2 ))5u idr = 0 (9)

Where 6etj , 8UJ and 6u., are kinematically admissible sets. To solve this Equation,
Conjugate Gradient Method (CGM) is employed .

5.3.3 Iterative adjustment of Inter sub domain Boundary Conditions Using Conjugate
Gradient Method

Considering the positive definite and symmetric function

(10)

The Conjugate Gradient algorithm is described as follows.

Step 0: Initialisation

u,n = u. i° ( u.,°: constant)
(11)

(12)

w^gi" (13)

n<-0 (14)

The value of the right hand side term of Eqn. 12 is calculated with the values of x ij(l) and
x y(2) which are obtained by solving Eqns 2-6 with the following constraint

uj00 =M,0onY12 (15)

Step 1: Calculation of A(w;
n)

A(Wi
n) = K x ^ V 1 ' +T i /

2>v j<
2>) |Y l 2 (16)

x jj(l) and x y(2) are calculated by solving the following set of equations

10



. J / 1 0 - 0 in Q(k) (17)

> ' V j
l k ) - 0 on r / ; (18)

Uj
(k) = O o n l V 0 (19)

u , ( k ) = Wj" o n y 1 2 ( 2 0 )

Step 2: Modification of boundary value u,

^ = Hi - p W j ( 2 1 )

p" = g,V /wXw;) (22)

g r ' =Sin -pnA(w,n) (23)

w - ' =g.n+1
 + K W i " (24)

n<-n+l (26)

Step 3 : Judgement of convergence

If [i" has not converged step:l and step 2 are repeated . The convergence is based on the
maximum value of force imbalance along the inter sub domain boundary. This is limited
to a prescribed value (Err)

Max |g , n | < Err (27)

5.3.4 Parallel Active Column Solver

Active column solver, which uses the assembled characteristic matrix in a column
oriented skyline form is one of the most widely used direct equation solvers in Finite
Element Method. The solution scheme of active column solver, which is also known as
'Do little' solver consists of three main phases. They are factorisation, forward
substitution and backward substitution. Out of these three phases, factorisation takes
maximum amount of computation time. The implementation of this solver on parallel
processing systems involves parallelisation of these three phases independently. An
algorithmic representation of these three phases is first described here before discussing
the implementation strategies on a parallel processing system. This solver requires that
individual characteristic matrices be assembled in a column oriented skyline form. If [A]
represents the assembled stiffness matrix, {b} is the load vector and {x} is the vector of
displacements, the system of equations can be represented as

[A]{x}={b} (28)

11



The three steps of this method can then be described as

Factorisation: [A] = [L][D][L]T = [L][U] (29)

Where [L] is a lower triangle matrix, [D] is a diagonal matrix and [U] is an upper triangle
matrix.

These three are related as

[U] = [D] [L]T (30)

The j th column of [U] can be evaluated using the following expression

k=i-l

Z
j y fcUtj forj>I (31)

k=l

The j th row of [L] can be evaluated using the relation Lyt = Ujj / Djj (32)

Forward substitution: This represents solution to lower triangle system of equations
which can be represented as

[L] {y} = {b} (33)

Where {y} is an intermediate vector

Backward substitution: This represents solution to upper triangle system of equations
which can be represented as

[D][L]T{x}={y} (34)

5.3.5 Implementation scheme on Parallel Processing System

A scattered column data structure is used for implementing the parallel algorithm of
active column solver on local memory based parallel processing systems. Column j of
the profile matrix [A] together with row j of b ( j > 1 represents solutions to multiple load
cases) are assigned to processor 'p ' evaluated by mod(j-l,N) where N represents number
of processors, i.e. the columns of [A] and rows of [b] are distributed in a round robin
fashion among the available processors, to have a proper work load balance among the
processors.

While implementing 'factorisation' phase on parallel computers, it is advantageous to
compute Ujj row wise, with in a column oriented data structure for [A]. The lower
triangle matrix is never explicitly stored. The element of lower triangle matrix are
computed directly from upper triangle matrix, as and when required. The entire
factorisation phase consists of a master loop containing 'n-1' steps where 'n' is number
of degrees of freedom. For each step, a different processor becomes active in a round
robin fashion, which transfers certain data computed in this processor, to rest of the

12



processors. Each step involves data transfer of required elements of [L] matrix and the
diagonal pivot element to (N-l) processors, e.g. In the k th step of factorisation, the
processor containing this column first computes the vector {w} = ( DL )k /D k which
represents the k th row of [L] matrix and pivot element D,^. Since, the columns of [A]
are distributed in round robin fashion, the corresponding elements of this{W} vector are
required in each processor for further processing. Hence, the values are transferred to rest
of the processors which modify the elements of the corresponding upper triangle matrix
After the factorisation phase is completed, the data structure of [A] is overwritten with
that of the upper triangle matrix [U]. Because of symmetry this means that each
processor now actually contains the lower triangle matrix [L].

The forward substitution phase consists of a master loop of 'n' steps. Because of the
distributed data structure, for each step one processor becomes active and the active
processor changes in a round robin fashion. In each step k, the processor containing the
pivoting element computes the solution yk and sends this value to rest of the processors,
which then eliminate yk from each of the equations they are assigned to. Thus the
solution for lower triangle matrix is obtained. The solution of upper triangle matrix, i.e.
backward substitution using parallel processors poses a trivial situation. The data storage
of [U] in a column oriented skyline form imposes a restriction on the implementation of
any parallel algorithm, though procedurally it should be same as that of forward
substitution. This phase also consists a single major loop of 'n ' steps. In each step k, the
processor containing the corresponding pivot element becomes active and computes the
solution xk. However, the elements of upper triangle matrix which are used for
eliminating this degree of freedom from rest of the equations are available in the same
processor. This is in contrast to backward substitution phase, where these elements are
distributed among different processors. Thus at any instant only one processor is active.
Rest of the processors are idle. Hence, it is prudent to perform this phase sequentially.
This will not affect the overall performance of the equation solution algorithm on parallel
processing systems because, the solution time is mainly dictated by the factorisation
phase. If a very high speed data communication is possible among the processors, this
phase can also be parallelised.

Thus, the parallel implementation of active clumn solver on local memory based systems
involves the data transfer routines being accessed large number of times. Each step of
factorisation and forward substitution involves data transfer to (N-l) processors. The
amount of computation between two successive data transfers is not very high. This
results in a small grain parallelism and hence the speedup obtained form this solver on
parallel processing systems such as ANUPAM is not good.

5.3.6 Parallel Equation Solver Based on Substructuring

The domain decomposition technique offers large granularity .but employs iterative
methods such as conjugate gradient method, for satisfying continuity of inter domain
boundary conditions. The number of iterations increases with increase in number of

13



processors. This imposes a limit on the performance of this solver while implementing
on parallel processing system ANUPAM. On the other hand, Parallel active column
solver has got small granularity but it is a direct solver. Due to this small granularity it
did not offer high speed up on BARC parallel processing system, ANUPAM. This
concludes that for getting high efficiency of parallelisation, a direct equation solver with
large granularity of tasks is a preferred choice on ANUPAM. Hence an equation solver
based on the principles of classical substructuring technique in Finite Element Method is
tried on ANUPAM. The domain to be analysed into a number of sub domains as shown
below and each sub domain is allocated to one processor. The calculation of
characteristic matrices is done concurrently. For solving the system of equations, a new
parallel equation solver based on substructuring is used.

Domain of Analysis

Fig. 5 Description of domain and sub domain

The important steps involved in this equation solver are

i) The elements and nodes allocated to each sub domain (processor) are renumbered to
have local numbering such that the boundary nodes follow the internal nodes.
ii)The element characteristic matrices are assembled and the assembled characteristic
matrices are used to condense to contain only inter domain field variables.
iii) The condensed matrices containing coefficients corresponding to the inter domain
field variables are transferred to a single processor, assembled and solved.
iv) These values are then transferred to different processors to recover the values of intra
domain field variables.

By proper local numbering of the elements in each sub domain (step i), the assembled
characteristic matrices for each sub domain can be represented as

u.
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Where subscripts V and ' i ' correspond to intra domain and inter domain field variables.
Thus in a typical structural analysis, the submatrices KSS) Ksi and Ku represent the
assembled local stiffness matrices corresponding to field variables of only intra domain,
coupling between intra domain and inter domain, and inter domain respectively
Similarly Us and Uj represent the field variables corresponding to intra domain and inter
domain and Fs and Ff the force vectors. The set of equations represented by the above
matrix can be condensed to set of equations containing only inter domain field variables
using the principle of matrix transformations

[ K j ] [Us] = [F J ] (35)

where

[ K J ] = [K i i ] - [K S l ] [K i i ] - I [K i i ] (36)

[FJ ] = [ F i ] - [ K i s ] [ K s s ] - l [ F s ] (37)

While assembling the element characteristic matrices, the local stiffness matrix of internal
degrees of freedom Kss is stored in a skyline form exploiting the sparsity of this matrix.
The rest of the matrices are assembled in full. The formation of the condensed matrices
is done in the following steps.

i) The matrix Kss is factorised into an upper and lower triangle matrix.
ii) The columns of Ksi and Fs are used for forward substitution on the lower triangle
matrix of K^.
iii) The columns of resulting matrices are used for backward substitution on the upper
triangle matrix of Kss.
iv)Using these matrices, the condensed characteristic matrices are formed as described in
the equations, which involve matrix multiplication and subtraction.

The condensed characteristic matrices for each sub domain are transferred to one
processor, where these matrices are assembled and solved for unknown field variable
values corresponding to inter domain field variables. This has been performed
sequentially. The resulting condensed matrices corresponding to each processor can have
varying number of degrees of freedom. Care should be taken while assembling these
matrices and solving them using column solver approach. The inter domain field
variable values are then transferred to all the processors, where the unknown intra domain
field variable values can be recovered as described by the following equation.

[ U J = [ K , , ] 1 ( [ F s ] - [ K s l ] [ i y ) (38)

Thus among the major steps of this solution scheme, the steps (i), (ii), (iv) can be carried
out concurrently. Step iii can be performed sequentially or alternately parallel active
column solver can be used. In the present work, the sequential approach has been
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followed as the time required for this phase is small. Since Ksj and Fs are used for both
condensation and recovery care should be taken during the condensation phase not to
overwrite these matrices.

Thus in this solution scheme, data transfer across the processors is limited only to transfer
of condensed matrices and the field variable values of interface/boundary degrees of
freedom. This involves bulk data transfer for times equal to twice the number of
processors. On the other hand, the parallel active column solver requires data transfer in
processing of each equation in both factorisation and forward substitution phases of
solution. This results in small amount of data transfers for large number of times,
leading to less efficiency on parallel processing systems. So the proposed solver is a
direct solver involving large granularity and hence suitable for implementation on parallel
processing systems like ANUPAM.

An efficient data storage management scheme is followed while implementing this
solver on ANUPAM. As the slave processors of ANUPAM are not provided with input /
output modules in their architecture, memory should be explicitly provided for all the
required variables with in the main memory of the processors. The data space for various
matrices required in the sub structuring approach has been optimised by explioiting the
sparsity of these matrices. This resulted in reducing the solution time and providing
enough data space for analysing structures with large degrees of freedom.

5.4 Parallelisation of Structural Analysis Code 'TABS'

The code TABS (Thermoplastic Analysis of Bending Structures) is a finite element based
code for analysing structures under thermal visco plastic loading conditions dominatingly
under bending loads. Nine node Heterosis quadratic degenerate shell bending elements
are implemented in this code. Plastic flow along the thickness of the element is
considered using layered shell approach. Gaussian integration scheme is adopted in
evaluating various integrals. A 2 x 2, 3 x 3 or reduced integration scheme can be used.
Because of the layered shell elements, even the evaluation of element characteristic
matrices and computation of element resultants involve intensive calculations and hence
require huge computation time. The equation solution module of the original sequential
version of the code is based on Frontal technique. The effects of material nonlinearity can
be considered by Newton Raphson method or Modified Newton Raphson method. This
code is currently used in studying the behaviour of coolant channels of pressurised heavy
water reactors under postulated severe accident conditions and fracture mechanics studies
of piping components.

A parallel version of the code TABS is developed and implemented on BARC parallel
processing system ANUPAM. All the three important modules discussed above have
been parallelised. While parallelising the equation solution module, all the three parallel
equation solvers are implemented to study the suitability of these algorithms on
ANUPAM. The performance of the parallel version of TABS is illustrated in the next
section with an example.
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6. Performance of codes 'FAIR' and 'TABS' on ANUPAM

The parallel versions of the codes 'FAIR' and 'TABS' are used in the analysis of high
burnup fuel pins as a part of IAEA Coordinated Research Programme (CRP) on FUel
Modelling at Extended bunups (FUMEX) and sagging analysis of pressure tubes of
coolant channels of Pressurised Heavy Water Reactor (PHWR) respectively. The
performance of these codes is discussed here with these two examples.

6.1 IAEA CRP on FUMEX

The code FAIR has been used for anlysing high burnup fuel pins as a part of IAEA CRP
on FUMEX. In this CRP, 19 agencies around the world participated. The CRP
consists often phases. In phase-1, which is a blind code comparison exercise, ten high
burnup fuel pins grouped into six cases are analysed. These cases are designed to
encompass a variety of fuel geometry, material characteristics and power histories. For
analysing all the cases for a single time, the time required on a sequential i-860 CPU is
450 hours. This is because of the need to perform analysis at multiple axial locations for
each case. The analysis at a single location for each case required 84 CPU hours on the
same system. For understanding the effect of various model parameters on fuel
performance, it is necessary that these analyses should be repeated for a number of times.
Since, ANUPAM parallel processing system has been used for this CRP, it has become
possible to complete the exercise with in the stipulated time frame even after performing
a number of repetitive analysis for understanding the effect of variation in model
parameters. The code FAIR gave almost a linear speed up on ANUPAM for all the cases.
The results computed by FAIR have got an excellent match with the experimental in-pile
results for various fuel parameters such as fuel temperatures, fission gas and rod pressure.

Case-2 of this exercise chosen here for illustrating the parallel version of code FAIR .
The fuel pin is divided into five segments denoted as LHR1, LHR2, LHR3, LHR4, LHR5
as shown in Fig. 6. At the particular instant after 800 hours of reactor operation, the
power generated at each of these segments is also shown in Fig. 6. One pellet from each
segment is analysed in one processor and five processors are used for analysing the whole
pin. The temperature contours in pellets at various axial locations are shown in Fig. 7.
The fission gas release based on the local temperatures at each axial section is also shown
in this Figure. There is axial mixing of the fission gases generated at various axial
sections and after mixing, there is an average fission gas value, which will be used in
analysing next power history point. For computing the average fission gas release value,
data corresponding to local fission gas release is at the end of each time step. Thus the
whole history of fuel pin is analysed.

The phase-2 of IAEA CRP on FUMEX has got eight additional cases to be analysed. It
was required to perform the probabilistic analysis of some of these cases. The code FAIR
performed the probabilistic analysis of all the cases and some of the cases of phase-1 also.
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Fig. 7 Configuration of a typical fuel pin and input/output for case-2 of
IAEA CRP on FUMEX
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Fig.9 FUMEX-2 E.O.L Rod Pressure
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Sixteen noded ANUPAM was used for this purpose. Monte Carlo method described
above was employed for this purpose. Hundred repetitive analysis are performed. The
probability density distribution curves for end of life (EOL) fission gas release and rod
pressure are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Thus, the parallel processing system ANUPAM has
been found to be very effective in analysing various cases of IAEA CRP on FUMEX.

6.2 Sagging Analysis of a PHWR Pressure Tube Following Postulated Severe Accident

End Shield
End Fitting

Moderator
Pressure Tube_
Calendria Tube
Garter Spring—
Fuel Bundle

Fig. 10 Schematic Diagram of a Fuel Channel Assembly
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A typical coolant channel of a PHWR is shown in Fig. 10. Each channel consists of two
annular tubes. The inner tube called pressure tube contains the fuel bundles and coolant
is circulated through these tubes. The outer tube called calandria tube is surrounded by
cold moderator. The annular gap between the two tubes is filled with a gas. This acts as a
heat insulator to reduce the heat loss to the moderator. In case of any accident, such as
loss of coolant with the failure of emergency core cooling, it is desirable that the pressure
tube should deform heavily and come in contact with the calendria tube. This will
provide a cooling path between the fuel bundles and the cold moderator. One of the
modes of these deformations is the sagging of the pressure tube.

The parallel version of the code 'TABS' is used for the sagging analysis of a 220 Mwe
PHWR coolant channel. One fourth of the pressure tube is modelled using 128 layered
shell elements with 561 nodes. This structure has thus got 2805 degrees of freedom.
Four layers were assumed along the thickness. 3 x 3 Gaussian integration scheme is
adopted. The temperature rise for the postulated accident described above has been
calculated seperately by thermal hydraulic codes. This temperature is then iput to the
code 'TABS'. There is a large scale yielding of the pressure tube before it comes in
contact with the calandria tube.

Fig.11 Speed up obtained for stiffness and
stress module in TABS'
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Fig.12 Performance of Active Column Solver
in TABS1
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The modules for calculation of element characteristic matrices and element stresses gave
a near linear speed up as showin in Fig. 11. The performance of equation solvers for this
problem presented a varying picture. The performance of the solver based on domain
decompostion method is basically dictated by the number of iterations required to
converge. Though there is a linear speed up for solving the system of equations in each
processor, the number of iterations required for converging increased rapidly, thus
eliminating the linear speed up achieved. The performance of the active column solver is
slighlty encouraging compared to domain decomposition method. But here also the
speed up obtained is below expectations. It gave an efficiency of 68% with four
processors and 53% for six processors based on the time taken for two processors as
shown in Fig. 12. This efficiency could have been improved by increasing the size of the
problem. The solver based on substructuring gave the best results. This performance of
this solver is given in Table.I. For the static condesation which requires the majority of
solution time, a speed up of 3.5 to 4 times is obtained as the number of processors are
doubled every time. But the time required for solution of inter domain degrees of
freedom increases with increase in number of processors. From eight processors onwards,
the time taken for this phase is nore than that required for static condensation. Up to
eight processors, the speed up obtained for this solver is 2.5 to 3 times as the number of
processors are doubled. For sixteen processors, the internal degrees of freedom for each
processor are so less that the solution time is dictated by the time required for solving
inter domain degrees of freedom. As the size of the problem is increased, the number of
processors upto which good speed up is obtained will also be increased. Thus this solver
is very helpful in analysing structures having large number of degrees of freedom.
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Table. I : Performance of Solver based on Substructuring

-

Static Condensation

Solution for Inter
domain Field

Variables

Recovery for intra
domain Field

Variables

Total Solution Time

Number of Processors

1

242.4

3.4

0.46

246.3

2

76.7

3.8

0.20

80.7

4

24.2

4.1

0.07

28.4

8

4.6

7.0

0.023

11.6

16

1.3

9.2

0.007

10.5

Time is in Seconds

7. Conclusions

Parallel processing systems provide an alternate effective tool for performing high speed
computations. High speed computation facilities are often called for in nuclear
engineering applications specifically those associated with demonstrating the safety of
nuclear reactor in core and out core components. Structural Integrity analysis is a part of
this important task, which often utilizes Finite Element Technique for this purpose. The
codes based on this technique are highly computation intensive. The existing sequential
codes cannot be implemented directly on these system due to nonavailabilty of parallel
compilers. It is possible to modify the existing sequential codes, having inherent
parallelism to suit the parallel processing systems which will give a good speed up.

The FEM based structural integrity codes can be classified into two groups depending on
the kind of parallelism existing in these codes. The first group of these codes involve
very little data communication and the entire algorithm of these codes is independent of
data available in other processors. Such codes result in large grain parallelism and are
thus highly efficient on parallel processing systems. The mechanistic based fuel analysis
codes such as 'FAIR' also belong to this group of codes which offer large grain
parallelism. The code 'FAIR' has been paralleled to perform simultaneous analysis of
different axial sections of fuel pins and to perform probabilistic analysis of fuel pins
using Monte Carlo technique. The parallel version of this code implemented on
ANUPAM has been very useful in successful completion of IAEA CRP on FUMEX
This gave a linear speedup for all different fuel pins analysed in this program.
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The second group of codes, such as a typical Finite Element code, requires different
modules of the code to be parallelised independently. Data communication is required at
the end of each module for further computation. The modules for computation of element
characteristic matrices and computation of element resultants of these codes have got
inherent parallelism and do not require any data communication within the module.
Pafallelisation of these modules is quite straightforward. On the other hand, the module
for equation solution poses difficult situations and this involve intermediate inter
processor data communication. Three different parallel solution algorithms are
implemented on ANUPAM while parallelising the code 'TABS'. The solver based on
Domain Decomposition Method, though offers large grain parallelism, didn't provide
expected speed up on ANUPAM because, it is an iterative solver and the number of
iterations increases with increase in number of processors. The parallel active column
solver is a direct solver but results in small grain parallelism and hence didn't yield good
speed up on ANUPAM. The third equation solver which is based on principles of
substructuring is a direct solver having large grain parallelism and this showed a good
performance on ANUPAM. It should be noted that the greater efficiency of
parallelisation can be achieved while analysing structures with large degrees of freedom.
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